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ABSTRACT W kinetic energy of projectile,

W = mV2 /2

The paper presents the results of inves-

tigations in the field of transformation 2 effectiveness of transformation of

of discharge electric energy of electro- electric energy E to kinetic energy

discharge and electrodynamic systems to W, = W/E.

kinetic energy of accelerated projectiles.
INTRODUCTION

Electrodischarge system is compared to

electrodynamic one by means of widely used Comparison of effectiveness of transform-

and easily repeated experiments for acce- ing electric discharge energy (not all the

lerating projectiles of mass 1-5 g up to energy of a source) to kinetic energy is

speeds of 4-5 km/s. These experiments are provided under condition that at load

aimed at studying effectiveness of trans- matching the energy source high transfor-

forming electric energy in discharge to mation coefficient can be reached, e.g.

kinetic energy of accelerated projectiles. of capacitor battery energy to electric

discharge energy. Further transformation of

NOMENCLATURE discharge energy to kinetic energy should

be of a rather low effectiveness, as elec-
m mass of accelerated projectile .Stric discharge parameters (current density,

V speed of accelerated projectile voltage drop, plasma density and tempera-

ture, etc) should meet various requirements

Vo  speed of projectile entering the at different methods of accelerations.

railgun

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
I discharge current

U discharge voltage Capacitor battery is the energy source for

both systems. This battery consists of 11

Ur voltage across railgun electrodes; separate sections, each section being con-

nected separately by means of its own
t time ignition-type commutator. One part of the

T period of discharge battery is connected to electrodischarge

system, another one - to electrodynamic

x the distance covered by an accelerated system, i.e. railgun (Fig.1)

projectile during time t

Systems can operate both separately and
R' resistance per unit of railgun length jointly, forming .combined system.

jointly, forming a combined system.

L' inductance per unit of railgun length Diameter of system acceleration channel is

E electric energy in discharge for 12.7 mm, electrodischarge system accelerat-

time T, E =  Ult ing channel length is 1 m, lengths of rail-

o guns are 0.4 m and 1 m.
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Figure 1. General Scheme of Experiments.

After accelerating a projectile appears mutator operation. The wire explodes and

in a chamber for gas cut off and then - in electric discharge appears across anode and

a measuring path where the pressure is main- cathode. This discharge heats the gas in

tained at the level of some Torrs by means the chamber and gas pressure is increased.

of a vacuum pump.
Cathode node

Diaphra|e
The projectile speed along measuring path

was measured by means of ram-blocking and

photo-blocking, photo of moving projectile

was performed by high-speed camera, shadow-

graph was carried out by spark and laser \Projectile

light sources. This diagnostics gives the Short-circuit

possibility to properly determine speed by wire

different methods, and provides informati- Inulator

on about projectile form during its flight.

Power capacitor
Thus, operation of three systems shown on T

the following £*gtfes has been investigated.

Fig.2 depicts electrodischarge system con- Figure 2. Discharge System.

sisting of a discharge chamber and accele-

ration channel separated with a diaphragm.

Inside there are a cylindrical anode and a At increasing pressure the diaphragm is

cathode insulated from the latter; anode open and the projectile behind it is

and cathode are short-circuited by a wire. accelerated by gas flow.

Before starting the experiment, light gas

(He or H2 ) is pumped into chamber up to Discharge current I, voltage across elec-

pressure of about 300 atm. trodes U, projectile speed V after accele-

ration have been measured during experiment

Experiment is carried out in the following

way. The battery is discharged through a Experiments on railgun have been perfor-

short-circuiting wire after ignition com- med in the same way (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4 shows a combined system comprized

of electrodischarge system and a railgun

one, electrodischarge system being shown

Projectile with foil not completely.

The difference between this system and

the system on Pig. 3 is that in this case

>Rail the projectile appears in a railgun with
I initial speed V . Therefore there is a new

design element - a transition unit which

connects electrodischarge system to the

Power capacitor railgun keeping them electrically discon-

nected and provides synchronization of

railgun starting at the moment when the

projectile enters it.

Figure 3. Railgun Combined system operates at two regimes.
At the first regime electrodischarge system

Railgun consists of two electrodes separa-disch e
ted with insulator is used without electric discharge asted with insulator and pressed into steel

helium gun and the projectile accelerated
tube. The layer of insulator is available

between tube and electrodes. by cold gas enters the railgun at the speed
not more than 500 m/s.

Prior to experiment a polycarbonate pro-
At the second regime electric dischargejectile to be accelerated and a conducting
occurs in electrodischarge system whichfoil fixed on it are situated at the rail-
speeds up the projectile up to 3-4 km/sgun starting end. After ignitron commutator r i

before it enters the railgun.
operation the battery discharges through

the foil, and plasma armature is formed,
which thrusts the projectile. In the railgun a discharge is initiatedwhich thrusts the projectile.

in two ways: either through foil fixed to

Discharge current I, voltage acros rail- back surface of a projectile, or by elec-Discharge current I, voltage across rail-

tric break-down of partially ionized gasgun ends Ur and projectile speed V have
where complete recombination still has not

been measured during these experiments.
been accomplished during the time period

for accelerating projectile in a electro-

discharge system.

Transition stageSIt should be noted that both methods have
Rail

some disadvantages. In electrodischarge

- system the foil on the back surface of a

-4 Iprojectile is deformed at high accelera-
Ssm - tions, and does not provide reliable elec-

-tric contact in the railgun. In case of

electric break-down there arises a problem

/ of ionized gas excesses that disturb the
Projectile

S structure of plasma armature. Therefore a
Synchronization

Power compromise was chosen, which allowed us to
system capacitor perform synchronous starting of a railgun

at entering speeds of at least 3-4 km/s.

Figure 4. Combined Systen
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS absorbed by plasma surrounding discharge,

i.e. is no longer used for increasing gas

During these tests discharges of different energy, but is absorbed by the chamber

parameters have been investigated. Experi- walls more intensively.

mental results are reported in detail in

/1, 2, 3/. In the considered range of energies E the

T maximum effectiveness rt for helium is

Electric discharge energy E (E= U I dt) 0.35, the maximum speed of projectile

is within the range of 15 - 70 kJ. weighing several grams being 3.5 km/s.

Increasing energy E for increasing projec-

At the same electric discharge energy E tile speed at the same mass allows us to

effectiveness r of electric energy (E) achieve speed of 4 km/s, but effectiveness

transformation to kinetic energy (W) drops thereby down to 0.28.

(W = mV 2 /2) has been investigated.

The similar relationships have been ob-

Investigations prove that there exists a tained for railgun and combined system

maximum of effectiveness rt for every (see Fig. 6).

value E in an electrodischarge system,

this maximum being achieved at the specified Discharge voltage U for a railgun is de-

values of mass and speed of a projectile, termined from relationships:

If the projectile mass is decreased to U r- Rx - x d-

increase its speed, effectiveness is always

below the maximum value. Therefore, test

results providing maximum effectiveness for m -k lI2
a proper value of energy E have been t

selected.

x-0, -V, at tO,
XO, dt

E,kJ

7B 1 r I where k is the proportionality factor

6 *. . determined experimentally.
* *
**

5U * * Kinetic energy is determined taking into

4 * account only the speed increment of the

* ** railgun, i.e. as the difference
3B* *

2m VZ mVo1

20 . 2 2
*

IB Although effectiveness r of transfor-

- --- m mation in a railgun is increased at pro-
B.1 8.2 B.3 0.4 jectile entering it with the speed Vo,

nevertheless (as it is obvious from compa-

Figure 5. Relationship between 6oefficient ring Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) effectiveness of

of Energy Transformation f, and electrodischarge system appears to be

Energy of Electric Arc E in a higher for the energy range concerned.

Discharge System.

CONCLUSION

It is seen from Pig. 5 that at increasing

energy E effectiveness r begins to Generalyzing all the mentioned above we

decrease. It is conditioned by the fact come to a conclusion that, at least, for

that at increasing discharge energy E the the systems of a described gauge and

part of radiation enervg is no longer energy range the combined system is more
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advantageous in respect to effectiveness 2. F.G.Rutberg, B.P.Levchenko, A.I.Kuli-
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system description are covered in /4, 5, Railguns. IEEE Transactions on Magnetics,

6, 7/. 1989. Vol. 25, N 1.

5. R.S.Hawke, J.R.Assay. Summary of a

The scope of the present paper does not Decade of Railgun Development for High-

include analysis of advantages of one Pressure Research. Megagauss Fields and

system compared to the other ones from the Pulsed Power Systems. Nova Science Pub-

viewpoint of their application as pre- lishers, N.Y., 1990. P.737-780.
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Science Puliishers, N.Y., 1990. P.781-
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* ninpoor. The Importance of High Injec-
58 • *

* * tion Velocity to Reduce Plasma Armature

40 * * Growth and Drag in Hypervelocity Rail-
* ,

* * guns. 14th IEEE International Conference
3B * *

* * on Plasma Science, Arlington, June 1-3,
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Figure 6. Relationship between Coefficient

of Energy Transformation r and

Energy of Electric Arc E in a

Combined System.
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